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Novartis is a global pharmaceutical and healthcare company committed to improving the

lives of patients and making a lasting impact on global health. With a rich history spanning over

250 years, Novartis has established itself as a leader in the industry, combining cutting-edge

medical science with innovative technology to develop and deliver life-changing medicines

and healthcare solutions.Driven by a robust pipeline of strong medicines, Novartis is

undergoing an evolution that not only promises business growth but also enables the swift

delivery of innovative medicines to patients. As part of this journey, Novartis has a newly

created role of Associate Pricing Manager joining our Value and Access function.Your

responsibilities:• You will play a crucial role in monitoring and anticipating price changes,

providing valuable insights to the business ahead of time. You will also contribute to the

development of product pricing strategies, including new product planning, reimbursement

submissions, in-market pricing optimisaiton and loss of exclusivity Planning.• You will

assist in the development of tender and State level pricing analyses to support our

commercial teams.• This role offers a steep learning curve, requiring a high level of

learning agility. Attention to detail is paramount, both from a strategic and technical

perspective, as you will be working on multiple concurrent areas.• You will need to make

clear, data-driven decisions under pressure, contributing to the success of our pricing

initiatives. Diversity & Inclusion / EEO We are committed to building an outstanding,

inclusive work environment and diverse teams representative of the patients and

communities we serve. Role Requirements Your Experience:• Skilled communicator with a

knack for crafting compelling pricing proposals and business case.• Experience in effectively
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conveying highly technical issues and methods to a non-technical audience.• An understanding

of PBS pricing policy and associated legislation is highly desirable for this role. Your

knowledge in this area will enable you to navigate the intricacies of pricing regulations and

compliance.• Possess a grounding in price modelling with the ability to further develop and

expand these skills.• Excellent communication and project management skills are a must.

You will be collaborating with cross-functional teams and stakeholders, requiring the ability

to effectively communicate and coordinate project activities.• Possess strong written

communication skills, can explain technical concepts to a non-technical audience, have a

keen eye for detail, and excel in data analytics and financial modeling.Join our dynamic team

and be part of shaping our pricing strategies and driving business success. Apply now to

embark on an exciting journey as an Associate Pricing Manager! Why Novartis: Helping people

with disease and their families takes more than innovative science. It takes a

community of smart, passionate people like you. Collaborating, supporting and inspiring each

other. Combining to achieve breakthroughs that change patients’ lives. Ready to create a

brighter future together? https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture Join our

Novartis Network: Not the right Novartis role for you? Sign up to our talent community to stay

connected and learn about suitable career opportunities as soon as they come up:

https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network 
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